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Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) in transportation
J. FLORCZAK
ESRI Polska, Bonifraterska 17, 00-203 Warsaw, Poland
EMAIL: jflorczak@esripolska.com.pl

ABSTRACT
GIS for transportation is an important planning and management tool for transportation professionals. Well built network data sets and decades of GIS modelling experience enables sophisticated analysis, such as optimal routing and allocation also on multimodal systems as combined street, railway.
In addition, can play a significant role in decisions related to the new location of transport or logistical infrastructure
KEYWORDS: Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

1. Introduction
Transportation has great impact on our daily life and
is growing immensely nowadays. The demand for transportation has increased dramatically over the past decades, helping the world to become more mobile and independent as international trade relationships have altered
the dynamics of manufacturing and consumption [1].
The rapid development of communication and transportation network makes the management of the entire
infrastructure more and more complex and demanding.
The development of transport technology has contributed to an ever-increasing demand for advanced technologies supporting management, planning and designing
of the road infrastructure.
Transport, public transport, domestic and international communication, management and maintenance
of the communication network, forwarding, sea and air
freight, airport and harbor management, fleet monitoring, logistics, route planning and optimization, itinerary planning and analysis – these are only some of the issues that come to our minds when we think “transport”.

© Copyright by PSTT. All rights reserved. 2009

Is here a place for GIS? Definitely yes. Geographic Information System has many faces – it is both a science and a
tool for managing, analyzing and presenting geographical information using data, in order to understand and
visualize spatial dependencies. In addition, GIS is a tool
for smart decision-making through organization of data
and its use in individual projects and tasks (fig.1).
By enabling visualization of all geo-referenced information GIS allows you for instance to examine the potential influence of transport investments on the environment, and present the results in the form of maps,
graphs, reports, etc. It also facilitates the creation of databases containing detailed information about the transport infrastructure. With this technology you can inventory, process, analyze, present and archive the entire road
network.
Through integration of descriptive, spatial and measurement data, GIS may also be applied in logistics, speeding up the planning, maximizing the efficiency of a car
fleet, reducing delivery time and increasing productivity. In order to achieve full productivity by taking advantage of GIS technology, the first step is to create a network data set.
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feature class will participate in the network. This is done by
assigning the classes to connectivity groups. The number of
distinct networks equals the number of connectivity groups. Each connectivity group must have at least one edge
feature source. ESRI Network Analyst extension supports
multimodal networks, where different modes of travel may
be employed to define a path through the network.

2.3. Using elevation fields
Fig.1.Enterprise GIS

2. Network Data Sets

Elevation fields are used to model crossing objects,
such as bridges, tunnels and overpasses. It does not refer
to an altitude but the logical levels of roadways, analogous
to the stories in a building and are commonly provided on
street networks from commercial data vendors [4].

2.4. Adding turns

Making a network data set is like making a topology.
A set of participating feature classes is defined, properties
are set and graph is made.
The properties of a network data set affect the way how
network elements are discovered from feature coincidence, refine the connectivity model and optimize solver performance. The following are the steps necessary to create a
network data set [4] (fig.2):

Turns are added to restrict certain movements through
a junction beyond merely prohibiting wrong–way movements on a one–way street. It is also necessary to properly describe any multi-angle turns, which involve multiple
maneuvers through a complex intersection to compete a
turn from an approach edge to a departure edge.

2.1. Setting sources

2.5. Defining network attributes

A network data set contains network elements built from
features in network sources. These sources are either feature
classes in feature data set, shapefiles, or feature classes Smart
Data Compression (SDC) data sets. Network elements are
made from features when a network data set is built. The network elements and their connectivity are discovered by finding geometric coincidences of points, polyline endpoints
and polyline vertices [3]. The network elements and connectivity information are stored in a logical network, a set of element and index tables inside a network data set.

Network elements have network attributes that are assigned, calculated, or derived from source feature attributes.
Attribute model has five basic properties: name, type of usage, units of measure, data type, and default value. The usage
type specifies what kind of input the attribute serves (a cost,
descriptor, restriction, or hierarchy). Any element can have
multiple cost attributes. It can be a true distance, bus ride
time, walk time or drive time. Before conducting an analysis
it is necessary to set the cost. Descriptor attribute is a description that is true for the entire length of a network element and
is used for detailed driving directions or to help derive other
attributes. This can be used for speed limits or describing a
road as dirt or paved. Descriptor can determine other information, such as dividing street length by speed limit to get
drive time. Restrictions are used to model streets that are not
allowed access or turns. To create hierarchy an integer rank
needs to be assigned to certain road classifications [3].

2.2. Setting connectivity groups and
policies
Connectivity groups are used to distinguish different
transportation networks, such as subways, streets, railway,
etc. Building a network dataset begins by specifying which

2.6. Optimizing with hierarchy
A network data set can use a feature classification to
make a N-level hierarchy, such as highways, major roads,
minor roads or local roads. The logical network uses hierarchy to optimize route solving on large transportation
networks.
Fig.2.Network Data Set Workflow
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Fig.3.Route solver

Fig.4.Service area solver

2.7. Building the network data set

3.2. Finding service area

Network data set can be built when the network data set
sources and properties are set. This will create network elements in the logical network. The simplest way to build a network dataset is to use a feature class as the source and generate
the junctions at each endpoint and midpoint intersection [3].
When a network source is edited, the network must be rebuilt.

Service area solver is used to find areas which can be
reached from one or more locations meeting given criteria. A network service area is a region that encompasses
accessible streets within specified boundaries, such as a
five–minute travel time or three-kilometer distance limit.
You can set parameters, such as impedance, U–turn policy
and restrictions or polygon break to limit the service area.
This analysis may also be an important factor in assisting
the decision–making process for establishing the best location of a new distribution center, and therefore predicting the positive and negative effects of such location.

The point of modeling with network data sets is to
enable network analysis. Having network data set built,
network objects, such as stops, facilities and barriers can
be dynamically placed or loaded. There are five network
solvers that perform the desired analysis on the network
data set and network objects:
• Finding the best route
• Finding service areas
• Finding the closest facility
• Origin - Destination cost matrix
• Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)

3. Network Analysis
3.1. Finding the best route
The Network Analyst route solver helps to find the best
way to get from one location to another or visit several locations. The locations can be specified by placing points on the
screen, entering an address or loading points from an existing
dataset. The best route can also be determined taking into account specific options such as order of locations as specified
by user or, the best sequence of stops for end user. Properties of stops are shown in a Time Window with time ranges
in which the route should visit those stops. It is also possible
to create multiple routes or specify time a route must begin
and generate directions for the route after it has been solved.

Volume 2 • Issue 4 • November 2009

3.3. Finding the closest facility
Closest facility solver helps to find the best route to the
closest facility or set of facilities from an incident or set of
incidents. It contains options such as: impedance, cutoff value, number of facilities to find and direction of travel. You
can narrow down the number of facilities to find, for example by searching for every gas station within 15 minutes
from current location. When you apply the closest facility
solver to an input set of facilities, incidents and barriers, you
specify additional parameters, such as a cutoff value to restrict the maximum number of facilities to find.

3.4. Origin – Destination cost matrix (OD)
Origin–destination cost matrix solver (OD solver) generates a table of the cost to travel from each origin in a
set of origins to each destination in a set of destinations. If
you are modeling distribution of goods, such as the flow
of manufactured goods from a warehouse to store locations, you can generate an origin–destination cost matrix
used for logistics planning. You input a set of origin points
(such a warehouse) and another set of destination points
(such as stores) on a network data set. A cost such as travel
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Fig.5.Closest facility solver

time, can be calculated for the best routes between all possible origin–destination combinations.

3.5. Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)
The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) solver helps to
determine how best to assign a group of customers to a fleet of vehicles and to sequence and schedule the visits. VRP
contains such options as: multiple vehicle capacities, order
sizes, time window, driver specialties, route duration constraints, defining route zones, route seed points and driver
breaks. Along with the driver specialties it is possible to set
vehicle characteristics such as cost per mile, cost per hour
or cost per day. To ensure that a vehicle doesn’t travel for
more than 8 hours or over 250 km per day, such constraints can be defined with route duration constraints. Furthermore routes can be limited by route zones or seed points to keep drivers within areas they are familiar with or
near specific group of customers. VRP is the most advanced analysis in a logistic system and helps to reduce operation costs, reduce gas consumption and optimize fleet.

Fig.6.Origin–destination cost matrix solver

costs between any elements in a transportation network,
• modeling a hierarchy of transportation systems (e.g.,
primary use of freeways between destinations combined with travel along city streets and sidewalks near
each destination),
• handling very large network data sets (with millions of
features) and continuous updates and edits coming simultaneously from many users [2];

Bibliography
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4. Conclusions
GIS for transportation is emerging as an important
planning and management tool for transportation professionals. Transportation network modeling has many requirements and functions, including the ability to support:
• multiple travel modes, such as walking, public transit
systems, and driving in automobiles, for any journey,
• the options and costs of transferring between modes
of travel,
• travel costs and routes that vary by time of day or the
changing conditions of the network,
• the ability to represent complex turn restrictions and
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ABSTRACT
The paper shows a general profile of the Intelligent Transport Systems, concept of physical architecture, edge elements and application areas of these systems. An interaction of emergency call system with
selected subsystems of ITS environment, such as: management of traffic, management of emergency
vehicles and subsystem of future intelligent roads, is also discussed.
KEYWORDS: intelligent transport system - ITS, emergency call system - eCall, co-operation eCall with ITS subsystems

1. Introduction
Taking into account purely humane as well as economic aspect, upgrading safety on roads, in bigger and bigger rank, is becoming the necessity. It results from the
great number of occurring traffic accidents, in that fatality1, and coast connected with them. Decreasing the
number of dead victims on roads to the level of 25000
up to 20132 year will be possible by applying in vehicles and/or on roads different type of systems, based on
advanced technologies, which will be able to prevent an
occurring of traffic accidents, alleviate of their consequences and assist in giving help, if an accident eventually
happened. One of such systems is European emergency
call system eCall [1].
1

In 2004 year, the number of dead victims of accidents on roads of 25
member countries of European Union amounted 43 000.
2 An action of European Program in aid of safety on roads: degrease the
number of dead victims on EU roads twice in period up to 2010 year –
common responsibility, COM (2003) 311 last version, 2.6.2003.

© Copyright by PSTT. All rights reserved. 2009

Rapid development of modern technologies, using
computer and telecommunication techniques, detectors, control and electronic equipments, imply positively on progress a lot of branches of economy, in that also
on transportation. Using these technologies in the road
transportation on a large scale increases safety and comfort of travelling, gives time and money savings, contributes to more economical managing of fuel consumption
and, because of that, implies positively on the protection
of human natural environment. All these benefits come
thanks grater and grater penetration of the technologies
mentioned above, with traditional components of transportation, such as: roads and their infrastructure, motor
vehicles, drivers and passenger of these vehicles. The Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is understood as a connection of these components by means of modern telecommunication technologies in a one efficiently working
“organism”. The subject of this paper is the connection of
eCall system with selected subsystems of so understood
ITS system. At the beginning, the concepts of ITS physical
architecture and its edge elements are shortly discussed.
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In that part of paper an application areas of that system
are specified too. In the second part of paper, an interaction problem of eCall system with selected subsystems of
ITS environment (such as: the traffic management subsystem, the fleet management of emergency vehicles subsystem and the future intelligent road) is discussed.

3. Intelligent Transportation
Systems – general remarks
From the formal point of view, there is no universal
and commonly used definition of Intelligent Transportation System ITS. In literature of subject we can meet
a lot of different approximation of this concept. All of
them have a general nature and because of that, they don’t close on future technological solutions. According to
one of them [7], ITS include all types of transportation
(road, rail, by sea, inland and air) and apply to dynamical connection of its four main elements – functional
areas, such as: passengers, vehicles, solid infrastructure
as well as management and monitoring centres.
The harmonious development of ITS system, on a
national level, requires framework description of its
operation. Usually this description is specified by socalled National Architecture of ITS system, which is
defined by logical, physical and information architecture of this system. The logical architecture of ITS applies to functionality of the system, while the physical
architecture specifies physical location of individual
system functions in subsystems. The information architecture of ITS define communication methods between these subsystems and environment, and also –
the principle of system integration on the international level. Therefore National Architectures of ITS are
not particular technical projects of ITS systems. They
only outline the framework for the development environment of ITS, promoting the openness of developed subsystems, expressed by the legibility of methods
their operation and by specification of standards for
data transmission.
An area of ITS applications is very large. It is comfortable to order this area according to so-called functional
areas of ITS, which groups operation areas of ITS techniques for assurance a specific functionality. These functional areas are defined in many national architectures
and usually are identified with group of systems [7] for
the: passenger service, traffic management, public transport management, electronic toll collection, fleets management of commercial and emergency vehicles, crisis management in transportation, management of safety and inspection vehicles as well as for the data management, process and storage.

8

In national architectures of ITS, each of the functional area is split into user areas, understood as operation areas of ITS techniques, resulting from the user groups demand for specific ITS services. Within the confines of each user group, a user’s sub-areas type is distinguished additionally. For example, in case of functional
area “systems for passenger service”, there exist user areas, such as: information systems for passengers, in-vehicle GPS navigation systems, journey planning and reservation systems, as well as services for passengers. Within the confines of user group “services for passengers”,
the following user sub-areas can be distinguished: trade
catalogue of companies, services and reservations as well
as parking management systems.
Edge elements of ITS system, called also ITS terminators, determine the boundary between ITS system and his
environment [7]. They define something like input/output
ports of that system. For example, in case of Canadian Architecture of ITS, four basic types of ITS terminators are
distinguished, as presented on fig. 1: natural environment
and events, human, institution and other structures.
In context of eCall system, an example of human
as the terminator of ITS system can be participant of
a traffic accident, calling help by manual activation of
emergency calling, operator from PSAP point receiving
this calling, live-severs proceeding with the help for victims of accident, as well as many other people involved in
service of emergency calling.
An example of terminator type institution can be hospital, which see participants of traffic accident and give
them medical help, police station holding investigation to
establish reasons and the guilty party of that accident, and
also insurance institutions of injured parties from that accident.
In case of the emergency call service, example of terminator, which is numbered among “other structures”, can
be Global Positioning System (GPS) giving information
about location of traffic accident, and also databases used
in process of “accident service”.
Institution
The rest of World

ITS
ITS terminators
Other structures
Natural environment
and events

Fig.1.Terminators of the ITS environment
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PSAP operator

3. Traffic management
elements and system ECall

e

SD

Voice

oic

+V

M

Traffic management system is understood as a set of
hardware and software resources, which are designed for
collecting data about the road traffic, processing that data
as well as for transferring control information to components of intelligent road and to participants of that traffic.
So understood system usually includes some subsystems,
identified with so-called user areas. To most important of
them there belong subsystems for traffic control – for notifying of traffic participants about situation on the road –
as well as subsystems for management of the public transport, road signs and information boards with alternate
content, TV-cameras traffic monitoring and metrological
stations (the environment monitoring).
The eCall message concern some invent on the road
– usually the traffic accident. Both vehicle calling for help
and emergency vehicles proceeding with that help constitutes disturbance for road traffic, which can cause, worse
in effect, additional accident. Therefore it’s obvious, that
message about that event, first of all normative, carrying
in the Minimum Set of Data (MSD) packet (table 1) and
received by operator from Public Safety Answering Point
(PSAP), which is supplemented by additional data concerning persons taking part in an accident, in the first order
should be send to the regional management centre of road
signs and information boards with alternate content presented on fig. 2, to notify participants of traffic (mainly on
that road) about the exist accident and danger of eventual
collision and also – to suitable redirection of that traffic by

MSD;
CLI;
Location

VoIP;
MSD;
CLI;
Location;
Additional data

GSM network
IP network
Subsystems for management
of road signs and information
boards with alternate content

Subsystems for
trafic control

Subsystem for notifying of
trafic participants about
situation on the road

Fig.2.Terminators of the ITS environment

means of road signs and information boards with alternate content, if these signs exist in that part of the road. For
the same reason, extended data about that traffic accident
should be sent to subsystem of dynamical traffic control.
There seems to be, that IP and GSM networks are more
adequate communication platforms for the message transferring in that process, because they make possible both
data transfer and voice connection with operators, by means VoIP (Voice over IP) technology.
If in the PSAP operator opinion, attending eCall message, traffic accident can state the serious and long-lasting
traffic difficulty on that section of the road, information
about that event is also sent to the subsystem for notifying the traffic participants about situation on the road. An
operator of that subsystem, after analysing situation on the
road, process that information into the suitable situation
message and send it for users of the road in form of voice announcement, using for that e.g. regional broadcasting stations, as well in text form by means Internet and/
or GSM network.

Table 1.Content of the Minimum Set of Data (MSD) packet from the eCall message [12]
No

Name

Size
[bytes]

Type

Unit

Description

1

Control

1

Bit-field

Bit 7: 1 = automatic activation;
Bit 6: 1 = manual activation;
Bit 5: 1 = test call;
Bit 4: 1 = no confidence in position;
Bit 3-0: reserved.

2

VIN

15

Bit-field

Up to 20 VIN (Vehicle Identification Number) characters stored using
6-bits per character with no padding.

3

Timestamp

4

Unsigned integer

4

Location

seconds

Timestamp of incident event. Seconds elapsed since midnight,
January 1st, 1970 UTC (Universal Time Coordinate).

4

Signed integer

milliarcsec

GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) position latitude (WGS84).

4

Signed integer

milliarcsec

GNSS position longitude (WGS84).

1

Unsigned integer

degree

Direction of travel (based on last 3-positions).

5

Service

4

Unsigned
integers

IPV4

Service provider IP address (optional)

6

Optional
Data

107

String

To be
defined

Additional data, i.e. crash
information (optional)

Sum

140
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Fig.3.System eCall and the management of emergency vehicles – an
information flow

4. Management
of emergency vehicles
and system eCall
An important element of the eCall system is the fleet
of emergency vehicles. The management of that fleet should be split into the management of uniform groups of vehicles (vehicles of specific type or use: for example to the
cargo transportation, vehicles attributed to institution or
company etc) and the management of special use vehicles. To that last belongs as follows: ambulances, police and
fire department vehicles, as well as – vehicles used for maintenance of the road infrastructure. From the nature of
thing, these types of vehicles are crucial elements participating in the eCall service process. Therefore, to improve
the help action, the management subsystems of that group of vehicles should participate in service of emergency
calling, e.g. according to the scenario shown on figure 3.
As shown on figure 3, an eCall on board equipment
from the vehicle taking part in the traffic accident, activates
process for set-up connection with emergency phone number 112, using cellular network GSM. That calling is directed, over the GSM network, to the nearest PSAP. After receiving a confirmation signal of set-up connection, the data
packet with MSD is then transmitted in such created voice channel. This data are received by the software application from the PSAP, and the cellular network adds an additional portion of data, identifying calling subscriber and
specifying their location. At the same time, the voice connection is set-up between the operator of the PSAP and
persons, which are in the “calling help” vehicle. If anybody from that vehicle is conscious and can speak, the operator talking with him investigates circumstances and size of
accident. Depending on the result of these investigations,
the operator send the extended data concerning that event
(MSD, Calling Line Identification – CLI, location of calling

10

party) to regional subsystems, used for the fleet management of ambulances, police and fire vehicles, if it is needed.
Service operators receiving these data, who know locations
of subordinate vehicles and location of the calling help vehicle, sends to emergency action these vehicle, which is suitable for given situation and which can arrive to the place of accident in shortest time. Together with disposition of
departure, an additional data about event are sent to the rescuer party. Thanks to that, rescuers proceeding with help,
knowing the exact location of people waiting for help, can
quicker the arrival. Because they also know the CLI number, they can dial to victims of accident (using GSM connections) and ask them about size of sustained injuries, as
well as they can remotely assist in giving of the first help for
another injured parties. This possibility of eCall system undoubtedly contributes to further degreasing of the number
of dead victims on a road, because usually “seconds” and
the first medical help, given professionally and in the time
as short as possible, decide about the live or dead of persons
participating in an accident.

5. Resources of intelligent
road and system eCall –
the present state and the
vision of not far future
An idea of intelligent road rivets bigger and bigger attention. Currently realized vision of that idea is reduced
to placing (under surface of the road or on its shoulder)
different types of sensors as well as road signs and information boards with the alternate content, which delivers
some data to selected subsystems from the traffic management area on one hand and transfers results of processing
this data to users of this road on the second hand, to guarantee an optimal and safe moving of masses of vehicles
in co-ordinate way.
The eCall messages do not have direct influence on infrastructure of so understood intelligent road. These messages arrive to suitable subsystems of ITS, as presented on
fig. 2, where are processed (with use of human factor) onto
messages informing traffic participants about happened
event on the road (information boards with alternate content, radio announcements, Internet) and/or – onto suitable data controlling elements from shoulder of this road
(road signs with the alternate content, light signalling) in
such a way, to guarantee optimal and safe moving of another vehicles in region of an accident.
New vision of intelligent road (highway), i.e. the future intelligent road, is completely different from the one
mentioned above. It is perceived as a by-product of personal computer world, supplemented by the key element,
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Fig.4. The eCall massages as an information elements of future
intelligent road

which is Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC)
system [2¸ 5, 10]. But this idea requires an application of
new equipments inside vehicles and on shoulder-roads, as
well as on crossroads by the light signalling. This new equipment will transmit different type of messages, warning
drivers against possible collision with another vehicle, approaching emergency vehicle and the necessity of giving
a way for it, etc. In fact, technical elements of future vehicle and intelligent road will be creating the moving Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) with servers placed
on the shoulder of this road. Such integrated system, with
data about number of network users (vehicles in the range of radio connection), their locations and speeds of moving, as well as taking advantage of resources of the centre database3, will be able to predict potential dangers, and
basing on this predictions it can warn locally (not globally) drivers against possible dangerous events on the road.
One of these warnings can be immediate information for
drivers about traffic accident, which happened in the direction their driving, together with data about location of
this accident.
The ability of immediate warning drivers against accident seems to be the unusually interesting functionality
of the future intelligent road, significantly decreasing the
possibility of happening, so-called derivative traffic accidents, serious in result, with participation of many of vehicles running onto one another. In order to obtain this
functionality, each vehicle participating in an accident has
to be equipped with the Wireless Local Danger Warning
(WLDW) system, coupled functional with the in-board
eCall equipment. Such a vehicle, sending eCall message to
the emergency number 112, simultaneously sends suitable
message (by means of the DSRC system) to another vehicles with WLDW system, and also to the nearest transceiver, placed on the shoulder of the road as shown on fig 4.
This transceiver transfers the received data to the server,
3

Centre database storage a lot of scenarios of potential accidences and is
connected with by-road servers over IP (Internet Protocol) network..
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which (analysing data concerning location of accident)
processes this data onto text message and send it, over Local Area Network, (LAN) or WLAN, to information boards with alternate content, if ones exist on the road before the place of an accident. In such a way, also vehicles without WLDW system, will be immediately warned against
the danger of potential collision in the direction their driving. The suitable message will be sent (by means the same
LAN) to other transceivers, situated before the place of an
accident. All these transceivers will be send this message
periodically (e.g. with period of dozen seconds), until receiving suitable command from regional centre responsible for traffic management on that part of road. In such a
way, arriving vehicles with WLDW systems will be informed (e.g. few kilometres earlier) about difficulties on the
road, caused by a traffic accident together with precise information about location of this accident.

6. Conclusions
This paper concerns the eCall on boar equipment as
the terminator of ITS system, i.e. it concerns the environmental elements of that system, influencing the state
of resources managed by that system. Because of that, in
the first part of paper, the concepts of physical architecture and edge elements of ITS system, as well as their application areas were shortly described. In the second part,
an interaction of the eCall equipment with selected subsystems of the ITS environment (such as: the traffic management subsystem, the fleet management of emergency vehicles subsystem and the future intelligent road) was
considered. This consideration gives the basis for the following conclusions:
Information and telecommunication technologies
used in today ITS systems makes possible the trouble-free
data transfer from PSAP to any management centres included in these systems.
The eCall data packet, received by PSAP, supplemented by additional data and transmitted to the suitable, regional management centre of road signs and information
boards with alternate content, decreases the number of
so-called derivative traffic collisions and improve the safety and comfort of journey on the road in regions of traffic accidents.
The eCall data packet, received by PSAP, supplemented by additional data and transmitted to regional fleet
management centres of emergency vehicles, undoubtedly
contributes to further degreasing the number of dead victims on a road, thanks to quicker arriving of emergency
vehicles to the place of an accident, as well as thanks to
the possibility of the remote direction of the life-action by
specialized rescuers.
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The transfer of eCall messages by “talking vehicles” directly to the future intelligent road WLAN environment
significantly decreases the number of traffic collisions,
depending on the running onto the many vehicles (one
onto another), proceeding over the intelligent road in the
back of vehicle, which has met with an accident and which
wreck is blocking now this road.
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ABSTRACT
The paper refers to some problems of European Electronic Tolling Service (EETS) implementation in
Poland. Motor Transport Institute has developed the structure of the National Automatic Toll Collection System (NATCS). It consists of National Automatic Toll Collection Centre (NATCC), OBU and
control subsystem. NATCS system is based on a combination of mobile communications using the
GSM-GPRS standard technology, the satellite-based global positioning system (GPS) and 5, 8 GHz
microwave technology. An innovative element of NATCS is the On-Board Unit (OBU), which automatically calculates the amount of charge due taking into account the vehicle category (admissible weight, number of axles), road distance and the emissions class (ecological aspect). The control subsystem distinguishes between automatic enforcement through control gates, enforcement by mobile teams, and patrol teams. This presented kind of system is the best toll solution for Poland because of unique capabilities.
KEYWORDS: European Electronic Toll Service(EETS), microwave technology

1. Introduction
There are two different types of European Electronic
Tolling Service (EETS): Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) and GPS/GSM based systems.
The first system (DSRC) is typically used as the primary method of charging where a charge is to be applied
at one of a discrete number of specific points, such as a toll
plaza (an area where tollbooths are located ) or a location
on the open highway. DSRC can be either closed (cordoned) or open. The closed system requires entrances and

© Copyright by PSTT. All rights reserved. 2009

exits based on toll booth (a booth at a tollgate where the
toll collector collects tolls). In an open toll system, toll
stations are located along the facility. It is the collection of
tolls on toll roads in three or more adjacent lanes without the use of lane dividing barriers or toll-booths. The major advantage to open system is that cars need not stop nor
even slow down for payment.
All electronic tall systems, using microwave technology, all over the world have the same structure, which use
vehicles equipped with transponders (electronic tags), toll
and control gantries, in-road/roadside detection and classification sensors, computerized system (hardware and
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software) and wireless communication (5,8 GHz nearly all
over the world, only 5,9 GHz in USA), as well as enforcement technologies.
The second system is based on an innovative combination of mobile telecommunications technology (GSM)
and the satellite-based Global Positioning System (GPS).
The main element of the automatic log-on system is the
On-Board Unit (OBU). With the aid of GPS satellite signals and other positioning sensors, the OBU automatically determines how many kilometers have already been
driven on the toll route, calculates the toll based on the vehicle and toll rate information that has been entered, and
transmits this information to the computer centre for further processing. Software will be supported with electronic road maps and data of users registered as well as data
charges of highways and expressways.
The electronic toll collection systems in the European Union member states are not interoperable due to differences in charging concepts, technology standards, classification and tariff structure, legal and institutional backgrounds. European Commission has taken bold steps to
address that issue. The first one was Directive 2004/52/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April
2004 on the interoperability of electronic road toll systems
in the Community [1]. The second one was the decision
to launch Europe’s own Galileo system, which is predicted
to improve upon both the accuracy and reliability of GPS.
On June 26, 2004, the US and EU signed an agreement to
coordinate Galileo and GPS.
According to the Directive, all new electronic toll collection systems brought into service on or after 1 January 2007 shall, for carrying out electronic toll transactions,
use one or more of the following technologies: satellite positioning, mobile communications using the GSM-GPRS
standard (reference GSM TS 03.60/23.060) and 5,8 GHz
microwave technology.
The requirements of that directive will be implemented in Poland based on the Act from 7 of November 2008
and some other acts [4]. It stressed that toll collecting
charge institutions should be able to carry out electronic
toll transactions from 1 of July 2011.

2. The interoperable
problems of EETS
Interoperability of road charging solutions is a longterm objective of the EC and as mentioned earlier, the
directive 2004/52/EC of the European Parliament and
Council on the interoperability of electronic road toll
systems in the Community was adopted in April 2004.
The new road charging service that is interoperable
throughout Europe on the basis of one or more of the
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mentioned technologies is called the European Electronic Tolling Service (EETS).
Based on Directive 2004/52, the European Commission was seeking to establish an open framework for road
charging (taxing or tolling) systems in Europe, which enables interoperability at the technical, procedural and contractual level and the EC initialized a process of projects
and expert groups which would contribute to the formulation of, and consensus on, a definition of the European
Electronic Tolling Service (EETS).
Within the framework of EETS, the three-year (2005
– 2008) Road Charging Interoperability (RCI) project,
which is partially funded by the DG Energy and Transport of the European Commission, was developed by
Consortium, currently consisting of 27 partners, including toll operators, suppliers, truck makers, representatives of both the DSRC and the GNSS1 communities, and
some specialist companies providing expertise on the relevant research issues [2].
In the RCI architecture, two charging principles for a
tolled infrastructure are supported:
• DSRC-based tolled infrastructure: Charging data is
generated in a real-time DSRC communication between the OBU and roadside microwave beacons.
• GNSS enabled tolled infrastructure: Data enabling
GNSS tolling is generated in the OBU autonomously
and the GNSS charge data is forwarded via the central system of the EETS. The Toll Charger receives the
GNSS charge data trough a back-office interface and
can use DSRC for enforcement and localization support. It is mentioned that within this concept, two or
more tolled infrastructures could overlap. It is also noted that the DSRC-based tolled infrastructure could
be deployed anywhere, including inside the domain of
GNSS-enabled tolled infrastructure.
RCI Project was implemented and tested this framework in field trials at six sites as follows: Austria (ASFINAG), Germany (TOLL COLLECT), Italy (TELEPASS),
France (TIS PL), Spain (VIA-T), Switzerland (LSVA).
The EC co-funds the Road Charging Interoperability (RCI) project to demonstrate and validate how RCI interoperable prototypes seamlessly, and without user intervention, adapt functional behavior when crossing the
border according to the rules that apply for the German,
Swiss, French, Spanish, Italian and Austrian tolling schemes. This contracted RCI mission was to be based on
1

GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) is the standard generic term
for satellite navigation systems that provide autonomous geo-spatial
positioning with global coverage. GNSS-1 is the first generation system
and the combination of GPS and GLONASS. GNSS-2 is the second
generation of systems that independently provides a full civilian satellite
navigation system, exemplified by the European Galileo positioning
system.
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Fig.2.OBU - TRIPON EU OBU presented and accepted in 12 November
2008 in Brussels in RCI frame
Source: [5]
Fig.1.RCI Project architecture
Source: [2]

specifications that would be provided by the EC-coordinated expert groups (EFC) and the European Committee
for Standardization (CEN). Although the EFC and CEN
have delivered a specification for a number of important
elements of the EETS, there has not been a clear definition
or architecture for the EETS and several of the specifications needed are still missing. RCI therefore defined itself
a high-level architecture for interoperability that is based
upon work of the CEN and ISO standardization committees and the ASECAP tolling operators’ and Member States’ Stockholm Group role model (CESARE III).
The RCI architecture defines the technical detail of the
interfaces for road charging systems that are interoperable in a manner that they correspond to the interfaces between the business entities that together operate the service: the Toll Charger, the Toll Service Provider and the Service User – fig.1.
The RCI architecture, presented to the EC in February 2007, represented a first European technical reference for DSRC- and GNSS-enabled road charging solutions
that is accepted by the principal stakeholders (suppliers,
toll operators and Toll Service Providers). Through demonstration, validation, consultation and awareness-increasing workshops, the RCI project intends to contribute
to the further work on the EETS specification (and eventual standardization) and help to avoid delays in the future deployment of road charging systems or barriers to the
introduction of interoperability.
The RCI architecture includes 6 interfaces. Interface 1 provides an in-vehicle access point for the servicing and maintenance of road charging OBU. Interface 2 defines how the OBU can be installed in a vehicle.
Based on the high-level toll assurance needs, the operation of EETS requires a tamper-detecting fitting of the
OBE in the vehicle. Furthermore, such an interface can
clear the way to additional applications like VAS (Value Added Services) or allow for the easy use of already
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available (pre-/line fitted) vehicle components like antennas for GNSS/DSRC etc. Interface 3 provides access
to the OBU for human interaction. Interface 4 enables
sending toll charge data (also called use data) from the
EETS Provider’s Front-End to the Toll Charger’s back-office. This interface can also be used for localization
support via (augmentation) support beacons but only
if the operation of location support- beacons is considered the responsibility of the Toll Chargers. Interface
5 enables the exchange of the specifications that define
the specification of the Toll Chargers’ tolled infrastructure (charge objects, charge events, tariff structure) and
the expected behaviour of the EETS Providers systems
when transmitting data (GNSS Charge Data format,
frequency). Interface 6 enables the Toll Charger to carry out enforcement and compliance checking transactions with the OBU.
The final and ultimate task within the project was the
demonstration phase (also called the Operational Testing): two trucks, each equipped with one interoperable
OBU that seamlessly, and without user intervention, adapts functional behavior when crossing borders, according
to the rules that apply to the Germany, Switzerland, France, Spain, Italy and Austria tolling schemes.
Two OBU`s: TRIPON EU (fig. 2) from FELA and second from Toll Collect (fig. 3) were tested within the of
RCI project.
The final report stresses that RCI technical architecture should include the interfaces 4, 5 and 6, and sufficient
to provide the levels of interoperability required for the
EETS. RCI has been in close cooperation with CEN TC
278 WG1 which is working on finalizing the standards
which will provide the definitions for the key interfaces 4,
5 and 6. These standards will be fully open and available.
RCI final report makes recommendations to [2]:
• continue and finalize the standardization of the interfaces (CEN) and the work on the contractual aspects,
• take into consideration the open issues (who defines
charge objects’ coordinates, who is responsible for augmentation systems and privacy),
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Fig.3.OBU presented by Martin Biallowons from Satellic
Source: [6]

• define the technical EETS architecture and the interfaces, which are necessary for interoperability as elements in the EETS definition,
• determine the responsibility of the EETS Provider for
the EETS Front-End (including the OBU) must be stated very clearly in the EETS architecture,
• initialize/coordinate activity envisaging the tools needed for performance monitoring that can help establishing trust, beyond EC marking,
• prepare for the EETS (industrial development, pilots,
improvements),
• work with all stakeholders on a clear European roadmap of how progress will be made in the three years
after the decision is finalized. This roadmap should
make clear how the private sector can take its responsibility in the context of Member State action, European coordination and EC involvement.
Two mentioned OBU`s have the same structure and
elements as follows: module structure of OBU in order to
high flexible additional services, GPS receiver, position
detect algorithm, GSM/GPRS module, chip card, DRSC
module in order to spread services and interoperability.
Based on RCI program researches, Commission of the
European Communities has prepared Decision on the definition of the European Electronic Toll Service (EETS)
and its technical elements [3]. EETS sets out the necessary
technical specifications and requirements for that purpose, and contractual rules relating to EETS provision. Decision lays down obligations on EETS Providers, Toll Chargers and EETS Users. EETS domain means a toll domain
falling under the scope of Directive 2004/52/EC.
EETS Provider means a legal entity fulfilling the requirements and registered in a Member State where it is established, which grants access to EETS to an EETS User.
Toll Charger means a public or private organization which
levies tolls for the circulation of vehicles in an EETS domain.
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EETS User means a (natural or legal) person who subscribes a contract with an EETS Provider in order to have
access to EETS.
On-board equipment means the complete set of hardware and software components required for providing
EETS which is installed on board a vehicle in order to collect, store, process and remotely receive/transmit data.
Interoperability constituents means any elementary
component, group of components, subassembly or complete assembly of equipment incorporated or intended to
be incorporated into EETS upon which the interoperability of the service depends directly or indirectly, including both tangible objects and intangible objects such as
software.
EETS Users do not interact directly with Toll Chargers as part of EETS. Interactions between EETS Users and
EETS Providers (or their OBE) can be specific to each EETS
Provider without compromising EETS interoperability.
Electronic interfaces between EETS Providers and Toll
Chargers fall into two categories: Electronic interfaces at
the roadside between the EETS Provider’s OBE and the
Toll Charger’s fixed or mobile equipment, and electronic
interfaces between the respective back office systems.
As a minimum, the following standardized back office interfaces must be implemented by all EETS Providers.
Toll Chargers must implement each interface, but can
choose only to support either the GNSS or DSRC charging process:
• Exchange of toll declaration data between EETS Providers and Toll Chargers, specifically: submission and
validation of claims for toll payment based on DSRC
charging transactions, submission and validation of
GNSS toll declarations;
• Invoicing / settlement;
• Exchange of information to support exception handling: in the DSRC charging process, in the GNSS
charging process;
• Exchange of EETS blacklists;
• Exchange of trust objects;
• Sending of Toll Context Data2 from Toll Chargers to
EETS Providers.

3. NATCS for Poland
Examples of Intelligent Transportation Systems applications may include: commercial vehicle operations,
crash prevention and safety, electronic payment and pricing, emergency management, freeway management, incident management, information management, intermodal
2

Toll Context Data means the information defined by the responsible
Toll Charger necessary to establish the toll due for circulating a vehicle
on a particular toll domain and conclude the toll transaction.
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Fig.4. The structure of the National Automatic Toll Collection System
(NATCS)

freight, road weather management, roadway operations and
maintenance, transit management, traveller information.
The Motor Transport Institute has created the structure of The National Automatic Toll Collection System for
Poland (NATCS). System will consist of The National Automatic Toll Collection Centre (NATCC), control gates,
on-board units (OBU) and control subsystem – fig.4.
The National Automatic Toll Collection Center (NATCC) based on telematic system approved all functions
performed for the National Automatic Toll Collection System (NATCS). The NATCC elements are as follows (fig. 5):
1. Redundancy servers.
2. Applications and system software.
3. Data bases.
4. Interfaces:
• between NATCC and OBU,
• between NATCC and control gates,
• between NATCC and external systems (bank systems, Internet charge operators, Central Evidence
Systems of Drivers and Vehicles).
5. User interface – www Internet service, Call Center,
SMS gate, automatic telephone service.
6. Data transmission nets (WAN, LAN).
Data bases can be divided into following groups:
• Data of users, vehicles and charges.
• Physical Network Inventory.
• Dynamic Network Inventory.
Call Center should be used for the users’ phone contact. Call Center workers should use special application
– www Intranet service in order to verify ID of the person calling and for instance answer the questions and address claims.
The prototype of OBU will be manufactured by AutoGuard S.A. (fig. 6). It is a leading company on the Polish
market that has produced telematics systems since 2000.
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Fig.5. The structure of the National Automatic Toll Collection Centre
(NATCC)

Its experience is based on long-term cooperation with
scientific and research institutes as well as on continuous
analysis of new technologies that allow creating new telematics solutions.
OBU will be installed in vehicles windscreens and realized the following functions:
• Vehicles data storage.
• Digital map nodes and points storage.
• Toll charges calculation based on introduced data (admissible mass, No of axles, emission class, distance, tariff model).
• Analyze data coming from module and sensors (GPS,
GSM, DSRC).
• Optical and sound signalization of OBU working parameters (for instance distance, fees).
• Safety data transmission to system and communication with control gates (stationary and mobile).
• Remote data actualization and parameters exchange.
• Data security based on cryptographic module.
• Additional DSRC module to spread services and interoperability.
The system is based on an innovative combination of
mobile telecommunications technology (GSM) and GPS,
the satellite-based Global Positioning System. The main
element of the automatic log-on system is the On-Board

Fig.5. OBU prepared by AutoGuard S.A.
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Unit (OBU). With the aid of GPS satellite signals and
other positioning sensors, the OBU automatically determines how many kilometers have already been driven on
the toll route, calculates the toll based on the vehicle and
toll rate information that has been entered, and transmits
this information to the NATCS computer centre for further processing.
Software will be supported with electronic road maps
and data of users registered as well as data charges of highways and expressways.Charge counting will start after highway entrance gate and finished after highway exit gate.
Data on vehicle position will be additionally approved by
GPS system and delivered to NATCC by GSM net. The
toll amount is based on the truck´s emission category and
number of axles, as well as on the length of the toll route.
For truck drivers, automatic log-on requires the least
amount of effort: they are not required to book the route
themselves. All key data is already stored in the On-Board
Unit. The prerequisite for participating in automatic logon is registration of the transport company and the trucks
with General Directorate-General for National Roads and
Highways (DGNRH) and toll payment to DGNHR. After
registration, the company receives a vehicle card for each
truck. This card contains the most important vehicle information. With this vehicle card, the user can schedule an
appointment with an authorized Toll Collect Service Partner to have an On-Board Unit installed.
The simplest way to pay the truck toll is to register
the company and vehicles with DGNHR. A registered
user can have an On-Board Unit installed and participate in automatic log-on and use all possible means paying
the toll (credit account, credit card or fuel card, cash payment). Immediately after registering the company, it will
receive a personal user number and a master PIN number
for security. After vehicle registration, Toll Collect Service Partner will send the transport company a vehicle card
for each truck, containing the most important information about the vehicle.
Toll enforcement and the punishment of violations are
the responsibility of the Road Transport Inspection (RTI).
Autoguard S.A. has provided RTI with the technology needed for an effective enforcement system so that RTI can
enforce correct booking of the toll, thereby ensuring that
all toll payers are treated equally. With the aid of this system, RTI can determine if a vehicle is has an obligation to
pay toll and if it has met this obligation fully, partially, or
not at all.
The control system distinguishes between automatic
enforcement through control gates, enforcement by mobile teams and patrol teams. This combination guarantees comprehensive, continuous enforcement of the requirement to pay toll and allows the control system to be constantly adjusted to meet prevailing circumstances.
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Automatic control subsystem consists of permanently installed enforcement control gates are used to ensure
toll requirements are met without interrupting traffic flow.
The automatic control gates come complete with (fig. 7):
• Laser scanner for vehicle detection,
• Laser scanner for No of vehicle axles,
• DSRC Module,
• Camera for registration of the number plate.
Laser scanners on the control gates scan the silhouettes of passing trucks to determine whether they are
required to pay toll. A camera takes several digital photos of the truck’s number plate. At the same time, DSRC
communication is used to determine whether the vehicle is equipped with an On-Board unit. If so, the On-Board
Unit transmits the current toll collection data to the control gate, where it is compared with the control data that
has been recorded. If the vehicle does not have an On-Board Unit, its number plate is compared against a list of all
Internet log-on data. This way, it is determined whether
the driver has paid the correct toll based on the number of
axles on the truck, its pollution class and the route under
review. If the automatic review determines the toll has not
been properly paid, the data is transmitted to enforcement
headquarters for review. If the results of the automatic review are confirmed, the data is stored and provided to RTI
to punish the offense. Once it has clearly been determined that the toll was paid, the data is deleted immediately.
RTI employees engage in portable (mobile) enforcement on parking lots in the vicinity of the control gates.
Mobile inspections are carried out by RTI officers at selected parking lots near the control gates. The control mobile
teams receive wireless data on vehicles that may have not
properly paid the toll. This occurs seconds after the truck
passes under the control gates. The team then pulls the
truck over for a detailed inspection.
RTI will have approximately 100 control vehicles throughout Poland to provide patrol toll enforcement. The

Fig.3.Control gate with other electronic equipment
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enforcement patrol teams use infrared technology to determine whether passing trucks are logged onto the automatic system and if their vehicle information has been
properly entered. The teams can check manual log-on data
directly with Toll Collect headquarters by using a PC with
mobile telecommunications equipment. If RTI determines
a toll has not been properly paid, it can immediately pull
the truck over.
Where incontrovertible evidence of non-payment or
incomplete payment of the toll is established, the amount
of toll due for the travelled route will be retrospectively
charged, and the defaulting user is also liable for payment
of a fine. Where the actual route cannot be determined,
a retrospective charge will be made for a nominal distance of 300 km. During the enforcement check, the required
input data, including vehicle registration or toll-rate class,
will be recorded and summary proceedings will be instituted by RTI against the defaulter.

infrastructure. System works without toll booths, extra lanes, speed restrictions or complex structures along toll roads. The second one is much greater flexibility in defining
or changing payment by simply redefining the “virtual”
toll areas. It means the ability to adapt easily and quickly
to changes in charge parameters (road classes, vehicle types, emission levels, times slots etc). The third is the systems ability to support other value-added services on the
same technology platform. These services might include
fleet and vehicle engine management systems, emergency response services, pay-as-you-drive insurance services
and navigation capabilities.
With regard to future expansion and development, the
satellite-based toll collection system will be a better solution, especially with regard to flexibility when it comes to
extending toll collection to every road category, every category of vehicle and, what’s more, in terms of cost efficiency in implementation and operation.

4. Conclusions

This work has been supported by research project – NATCS – N R10 0001 04.

For many years, microwave-based digital short range
communication (DSRC) systems have been preferred, due
to their simplicity of operation, potential for supporting
additional services for vehicle users and, most importantly, because they are easy for users to understand. These
systems need road-side equipment, typically mounted on
a gantry, with electronic tags in the vehicles which may be
read-only, read–write or smartcard-based. The key limiting factor seems to be the processing speed of the smartcard – each charging point has two gantries – one to start
communications with the vehicle and a second (further
down the road) to complete the transaction and perform
enforcement measures, if necessary.
A new class of ETC systems is based on a combination
of mobile communications technology (GSM) and the satellite-based global positioning system (GPS). An innovative element of the automatic log-on system is the On-Board Unit (OBU), which automatically calculates the amount of charge due and takes into account the emissions
class (ecological aspect) and the number of vehicle axles in
calculating this charge. The first GPS based system advantage is an absence of the need for new road infrastructure
(gantries), while the operators can keep using the existing
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ABSTRACT
The need for the use of a telematic system is also affecting the railways to ensure on-line and up-to-date information on the transport operations. This paper presents the current state of the system development, and
its position in the global informatics system of the Hungarian State Railway Co. The article also outlines the
main attributes of the developed fleet management system and the future development plans.
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1. Introduction
The use of telematic systems is wide spreading in the
area of road transport, and almost all road transportation
companies have their own real-time fleet management
systems. The need is also arising in the field of rail transportation, and it is affecting the Hungarian State Railways
(MÁV) as well. The MÁV developed several systems in the
past few decades to keep up pace in the race for competitiveness in the area of transportation.
The problem emerges as the new informatics systems
of the railways need more and more precise and up to
date information on the fleet. The handling of the engines
is managed by the Traction Subsidiary Company of the
State Railways, and its previous logbook system which is
handling all information on the trains was “paper-based”
meaning that all the information was generated on paperforms and was entered to the informatics system after the
service of the driver or engine ended. Naturally this data
was nor online, nor real-time.
The development and implementation of the online
telematic and telemetric system started in 2006 with a pilot project under the cooperation between the MÁV and
the Department of Control and Transportation of the Budapest University of Technology and Economics. Several
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systems were tried during the pilot project and several
manufacturers were invited, and based on the experiences of this project, the development of the final system for
the MÁV was started in 2007. Now, all engines are equipped with an onboard unit, registering the position of the
train and measuring the main engine and cockpit attributes. The development of the overall system is not finished
yet, though it is operable now. This paper presents the current state of the system development, and its position in
the global informatics system of the MÁV and the future
plans of development.

2. Global system structure
The telematic and telemetric system takes its place in
the informatics system of the Hungarian State Railways as
can be seen in Figure 1. The telematic system is part of the
IT system of the Traction Company, since this firm possesses and manages the engine fleet of the Hungarian Rails.
The system is part of the Electronic Logbook System
(ELS), which manages all communication with the fleet
and stores all the data received from the trains.
The ELS is connected to several systems (though for
simplicity reasons, all connections are not marked in
the figure), but its main interface leads to the Traction
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3. Telematics
The following section outlines the main architecture of the telematic system. In addition, the elaborated network model and the developed communication protocol
are explained.

3.1. Architecture

Fig.1. Positioning the telematic system in the global informatics
structure of MÁV

Technology Planning System (TTPS).
It can be said that the TTPS is the core system for
the Traction Co., since the TTPS handles the engine
drivers’ service and working time planning, the planning of the engine turns and allocation. Therefore the
TTPS must be connected to the SAP system of the Railway Co., the Order Registering and Management System (ORMS) and also to the Maintenance and Repair Systems of the Maintenance subsidiary company of
the Rail Co.
The ORMS handles the ordering procedure. Its main
task is to receive the main attributes of the orders, and having transformed them to a preliminary schedule, it transfers them to the TTPS (and to the ELS) systems. Naturally,
it is also connected to the SAP, and to the main Customer
Companies, such as the “MÁV START”, which is handling
the passenger, and “MÁV CARGO” which is handling the
freight transport services.

Fig.2. System architecture
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The construction of the online fleet management system [7] is demonstrated in Figure 2. The two main components are:
• on-board computer,
• central server.
The operation of the system is as follows. The on-board
units (OBU) on the locomotive measure the operational parameters of the locomotive (state of the switches, energy consumption, motor parameters, etc.), and its position (aided by
GPS based location), and they store the data given by the engine-driver (the name of the actual activity, etc.). These parameters are sent to a central server at the actualization of previously defined events (alarm-signal, sudden decrease in fuel
level, etc.) and in previously defined periods of time.
On-board computers communicate with the central server
through GSM network. The incoming data is evaluated and
stored in a database. If necessary the central server can send
an alarm to a given e-mail address or even a mobile phone. In
this structure the communication from the server to a locomotive is plausible as well. Aided by this the incoming data packages can be confirmed, a written message can be sent to the
engine-driver and the parameters of the board unit can be set.
Locomotives are detectable and observable almost constantly (online) and the operating parameters (running

Fig.3. Positioning the telematic system in the global informatics
structure of MÁV
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performance of vehicles, energy consumption, activities and
work time of drivers, delivery performance) can be followed
by a later evaluation of data stored in the centre (offline).
The most important aspects of an on-board unit construction are heavy-duty design (protection against EMC, vibrations, fluctuation of environmental temperature, etc.) and
modularity. Therefore one should use a system that is built up
of individual units. The connection of these by a series communication connection is worth realizing for the sake of simplicity and easy expansion. For this the most appropriate is
the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus system.
Board units [2] consist of the following main units:
• GSM/GPS module,
• central unit,
• incoming unit,
• human interface device,
• diagnostic adapter,
• CAN bus,
• power supply unit and backup batteries.
The Man-Machine Interface of the OBU is shown in Figure 3. The OBU was designed and manufactured for MÁVTRAKCIÓ by PROLAN Co, a Hungarian manufacturer.

3.2. Network model
The communication system can be build up by an OSI
model [3] as shown in Table 1. The connection point between
the OBU-s and the server is the session layer (TCP socket).
Basically the network model is built on IP based technologies and protocols. The OBU-s communicate with
help of the GSM based internet service. The modems use
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS).
Considering the safety aspects [6] the OBU-s connect
to a dedicated GSM APN and there is Virtual Private Network (VPN) between the internet service provider (ISP)
and the central server.
In our model the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) is used in the transport and session layers because of the following advantages in relation to the User Datagram Protocol (UDP)[1]:
• Ordered data transfer,
• Retransmission of lost packets,
• Discarding duplicate packets,
• Error-free data transfer,
• Congestion/Flow control.
In the data block of TCP packet a record structure was
built up, which contains the data of the locomotive and the
train. For the declaration of the structure and data types a
standard XML schema [4] was created.

For a reliable communication an XML [5] based protocol was designed with the following main properties:
• The OBU has to initiate the communication. (OBU-s
are the clients, the centre is the server.)
• The link is permanent; the disconnection is permitted
only if an error occurs.
• If there is no working link, it needs to be established as
soon as possible
• The protocol uses the XML 1.1 standard. The data must
be validated by an XML Schema Definition (XSD) file.
Only the reliable data can be accepted.
• Every message must be acknowledged. The sending of
a message has to be repeated until acknowledgement.
(The timeout is 30 seconds.) The errors caused by frozen TCP sockets can be eliminated by this method.
• Every message must contain an ordinal number. The
persistence of this number needs to be checked for finding absent messages.
• The protocol is change-oriented. Only the changed
data should be sent to the server. This technique can
decrease the communication costs.
• Every message must contain the following data:
› Ordinal number
› Timestamp (UTC)
› GPS data (validity, longitude, latitude, heading, speed)
• At the start of the communication the OBU must login
to the server with its own individual identifier.
A part of the developed XSD is shown below. This is
the structure of the GPS data:
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?>
<xs:schema elementFormDefault=”qualified”
id=”MFB”
xmlns:xs=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema”>
<xs:complexType name=”GPS”>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element minOccurs=”1” maxOccurs=”1” name=”Status” type=”xs:byte” />
<xs:element minOccurs=”1” maxOccurs=”1” name=”lon”
type=”xs:double” />
<xs:element minOccurs=”1” maxOccurs=”1” name=”lat”
Table 1. The 7-layer model of the communication subsyste
OSI model

Used protocol or service

Physical layer

GSM, 100BASE-TX

Data link layer

GPRS, Ethernet

Network layer

Internet Protocol (IP), Virtual Private Network (VPN)

Transport layer

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

Session layer

TCP socket

Presentation layer

UTF-8

Application layer

XML based protocol

3.3. Communication
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type=”xs:double” />
<xs:element minOccurs=»1» maxOccurs=»1» name=»course» type=»xs:integer» />
<xs:element minOccurs=»1» maxOccurs=»1» name=»speed» type=»xs:integer» />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

3.4. Functionality
The telematic system at its recent state has the following functionalities:
• Self identification, where the OBU identifies the engine UIC (International Union of Railways) number to
the server.
• Data sending, where the OBU sends the collected data
to the server
› Basic data group: message UID, timestamp, GPS position, speed and heading.
› Technical parameters data group: engine speed, engine
temperature, energy consumption, switch states, etc.
› Activity data group: train data, customer data (any
service related data, if not given by the server).
• Message from the server to the driver, where the operator sends a non-formal message to the driver.
• Message from the driver to the operator, same as above, opposite way.
• Service start-stop messages, Service start/stop notifications for engine drivers and other workers (including human authentication and authorization).
• Data request from the OBU, where the OBU requests
the data stored in the central system.
› Accumulated Fuel level, if there are more engines
connected together into a traction formation.
› Train Data, train number, accumulated weight, etc.
• Emergency alerts: Both generated by the OBU or the
engine driver. (fire, accident, malfunction, detected
anomalies, etc.)
• Geofencing: where the OBU detects the entering/leaving of a previously given area, and sends notification. (stations, point areas, crossings, etc.)

4. Future plans
In the near future several new functions are going to
be developed in the above mentioned system. Thanks to
the modular and high-performance on-board units the
improvement can be resolved with less investment. One of
these future developments will be the “On-line Time-Table System”, enabling the engine driver to get his current
service time table online, and follow its changes on the display of the on-board unit during the service periods.
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Another possible future development is the driver assistance system, where the driver not only gets its service
time table, but depending on track engagement and track
characteristics, the driver would get precise driving speed
recommendations from the online system to optimize the
energy consumption of the railway engine.
To follow better the engine drivers’ service time, and
for the better management of their working hours, the drivers will be equipped with an online handheld communicator, which system will be integrated with the current telematic system, so all driver’s allocation and operational
management problems will be handled online.
The real-time information on the trains also enables the
creation of the future passenger information system, where
the passengers can acquire up to date information about the
possible arriving times, and delays. This system also enables the freight customers to follow the route of their goods.

5. Conclusions
Based on the experience of the three years of system development, it can be said that the introduction of real time
telematic system of the MÁV accelerated the Rail management process. The data generated by the new fleet management system is more precise than that of the previous system, and the online train allocation and quick responses to
the anomalies in transportation became easier. The introduction of the system opened the path for many upcoming
systems, such as the online passenger information system.
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ABSTRACT
In order to conduct analysis for the evaluation of benefits derived from Transport Telematic Services
(TTS), supporting decisions about architecture design options, it is necessary to establish a characterization framework. This study identifies potentially relevant TTSs for Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) Transport, potential users and domain of usage for the services and present these in a useful framework for
conducting analysis toward a holistic understanding of telematic services e.g. impact analysis, benefits
analysis etc. An illustrative example employing the framework has been presented.
KEYWORDS: transport, heavy goods vehicle, telematic services, framework, categories,
analysis

1. Introduction
In order to conduct analysis to gain an insight into the
evaluation of Transport Telematic Service (TTS) benefits
and evaluation approaches for decisions about various design options, it is necessary to establish a framework to characterize TTSs. This is because the present approach for describing TTSs does not provide any suitable framework for
conducting analysis. There is a need for establishing the values of different TTSs to society together with their functional connections for assessing resource sharing (synergies).
Such analysis can lead to the assessment of potential Transport Telematic Application Systems (TTASs) for the deployment of efficient multiple coexisting TTSs. Basically, a TTS
consist of a product or activity targeted at a specific type of
ITS user [9]. The phrase “Transport Telematic Service” is
suitable because it conveys the fact that services are offered
using telematic applications to users for addressing transportation challenges. This covers terminologies such as ITS
User services, Value Added Services or Added Value Services for road transport etc. Against the background of numerous surface transportation challenges, the EU midterm
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review of the 2001 White Paper, Keep Europe moving – sustainable mobility for our continent, a work program was
designed to bring about significant further improvements
in the quality and efficiency of transport in Europe by 2010.
Electronic Fee Collection (EFC) systems based on interoperable technologies built into a network of interoperable toll
booths emerged to be an interesting focus area. Thereafter,
the Eurovignette directive established common rules related to distance-based tolls and time-based user charges for
goods vehicles over 3.5 tones [3, 6]. Following these developments the Swedish Governmental Commission on road
taxes proposed a distance based charging system (a “kilometer tax”) that covers all public roads, and all HGV’s with
a maximum laden weight exceeding 3.5 tons [18]. To that
effect, a proposition was eventually discussed in the Swedish parliament to further investigate the potential of a distance based Road User Charging (RUC) system [13, 16].
Previous research work then addressed the importance of TTSs in relation to the Swedish RUC system and pointed out their potential to improve benefits (by sharing
start up cost), to attract the attention of multiple transport stakeholders and to mobilize support for RUC application [19]. While TTSs may be developed on any existing
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platforms such as e-call [21] or intelligent speed adaptation [4], an EFC platform has a potential for hosting coexisting TTSs [19, 12] in order to return synergies of cost
reduction benefits. As such the future of EFC systems in
Sweden (and Europe) provide a potential base for developing TTSs. Since then further research work has continued within the Swedish Mobile IT project to identify
and demonstrate in the 16th World Congress on Intelligent Transport, how TTS can be integrated with a Swedish
EFC system. Additionally, a nation-wide demonstration of
a GNSS-based road pricing hosting several TTS is due to
take place in the Netherland within the GINA (GNSS for
INnovative road Applications-GINA) project [7].
Such a common platform for TTSs is hard to achieve
without a suitable analysis of TTSs that will influence how
the system should be designed to maximize the value and
benefits of the services. For internet services, one way of
maximizing such benefits has been to consider the cognitive ability, cultural background etc of the targeted users
and to segment the services according to user groups with
common denominators [14]. There is a significant difference in TTSs targeted toward organizations. One way to
assess the extent to which existing services meet the needs of organizations is by studying how TTSs affect the
stakeholders that are using such services. For Telematic
Service Users (TSUs) – individuals or organizations that
receive and act on TTSs data [10] – the value associated
to a service differs based on the usage of TTS. For providers and investors, implementation takes unnecessarily
long time windows and with a limited budget the investment decisions are difficult. A good framework can provide users (e.g. governmental organizations) the opportunity to compare the impact of different TTSs.
The article aims at identifying important parameters
for characterizing TTSs, use these parameters to suggest a
framework of relevant TTSs in the context of HGV transport. The strategic purpose is to support a more detailed
analysis of TTSs as a potential input to assessing the value
of different services. In addition, attention is given to services considered relevant for HGV transport from a Swedish
perspective thus providing a collective understanding of various TTSs (existing and conceptual) and potential users of
such services which can serve as a basis for assessing the advancement of TTASs vis-à-vis HGV transport challenges.

TTS are offered by Telematic Service Providers (TSPs) to
different users (organizations and individuals). TSPs could
be commercial, public or public-private organizations. We
identified services relevant for HGV transport by making a
preliminary assessment of problem domains (especially at
the operational level) vis-à-vis the issues addressed by different services and synergies (based on shared functionalities) between the applications for various services. A framework has been suggested and an illustrative example employing the framework has been presented.

2. Motivation for a
framework in transport
telematic services
Various TTS specifications [1, 8, 11] emphasize the
importance of meeting users’ needs. For a user, a TTS may
serve more than one purpose e.g. emergency call (E-call)
can be used to notify rescue unit in case of an accident or
indicate the presence of road network interruption to a dispatcher. Depending on the user and usage, each TTS may
offer more than one possibility. In addition the availability
of one service to a user influences the value derived from
other services. TTSs value and hence benefit thus depends
on the usage. A framework for evaluating TTASs requires
the identification of stakeholders and their objectives together with system functionalities [22]. Such objectives
can help to identify the intended usage which can be classified in terms of the domain of application such as a driver support, vehicle management etc where each domain
is supported by a number of services in providing different
solutions. The user and “usage domain” relationships address how each stakeholder relate and interact with other
stakeholders in a transport chain, the services and their
users describe different interesting deployment possibilities while the functionalities and services specify possible
system design options (fig. 1).
Under ideal conditions a good service should be flexible enough to meet possible scenarios of it usability. Due
to limited resources it is difficult to achieve such services.
Therefore understanding the different options of a service,
value and benefits for different users and domains of usage

Fig.1. Example of functionalities, services, users and user domain alternatives
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is important to decide on which services to offer from an
investment perspective, thus improving the investment
decisions by potential investors such as governments. Further the functionalities shared by various services can influence the platform for designing such services and thus
provide an input to system designers. This work will focus
on the services, users and “usage domain” in the context
of HGV transport.

3. Framework analysis
of transport telematic
services, a review
Since TTSs have seen a rapid growth in the number
and type over the previous decade, a number of schemes
have been established in different regions to attempt formalization of services into common understandable categories [2, 8, 10, 11]. Several reasons exist for formalizing
services. One reason is to achieve a holistic view that provides a common operational picture in order to improve
the efficiency of traffic and transport management activities [23], hence improving the investment decisions for services that will effectively address such issues. The transportation of goods using HGVs involves a wide range of
actors with different needs giving room for such scenarios
as one truck making an equivalent distance in exactly the
opposite direction where another truck is heading to pick
up a package due to prevailing business structures. In the
first half of 2006, of 79 million tons goods that were transported by 55779 Swedish registered HGVs, 22% was empty mileage accounting for about 145 million traffic work
done on empty mileage [17]. Such operations amount to
significant losses to society. Implementation of TTASs has
the potential to increase economic benefits and re-organise logistic structures [20]. To address these concerns,
services have targeted key segments of transport operations such as drivers, vehicles, goods, road infrastructure, and back office activities [8, 11]. The interest on the
vehicle side for TTSs is seen to come from the automotive industry in the area of driver assistance, anti-collision
avoidance, monitoring of fuel consumption and emergency assistance which have all been demonstrated in different ways [20]. An intelligent speed adaptation has also
been widely researched and even considered for it suitability as a platform for hosting a collection of TTSs [4].
On the infrastructure side attention is given to route network utilisation, special infrastructure utilization such as
bridges [5] and several techniques have been developed
for improving the management of infrastructure and networks e.g. monitoring traffic and detecting incidents, network visualization [20, 23] etc. TTSs are offered to users
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with different characteristics of interaction compared to
interactions between systems e.g. that two systems providing two or more services can technically allow information exchange is not sufficient that the users of the services
are willing to exchange such information. Thus, making it
necessary to study the effects of different TTSs on different users e.g. individuals (drivers), commercial companies, Governmental agents and TSPs [20]. At the operational level, most services in Europe are targeted toward real
time or dynamic activities such as track and trace of goods
under transport [5]. At the tactical level the data is collected and archived for improved decision making related to
planning activities while at the strategic level the investment decisions are addressed through services that collect
and store data on a long term basis [5].
The resulting TTSs addressing the above issues are
numerous and to avoid the risks of redundancies and
achieve a common operational picture, the International Standard Organization (ISO) has provided a set of
standards at different levels to be followed [9, 10]. In
spite of these there still exist different approaches to
formalising and classifying services that hinder analysis approaches for assessing service performance. 33
TTSs have been identified and categorize into “service
bundles” based on the problem addressed as well as on
the technology [8]. Categories include travel and traffic
management, public transportation management, electronic payment, commercial vehicle operations, emergency management, advanced vehicle safety systems,
information management, and maintenance and construction management. The aim has been to develop a
TTSs repository and hence the framework is less helpful from an analysis point of view. In another case TTSs
have been categorized based on functional characteristics to facilitate the design of the system [2]. Categories considered included demand management, traffic
operation and control, travel and traffic information services, tolling, electronic payment and booking, collective transport systems, commercial vehicle operations
and advanced vehicle safety systems. The development
area/application domain of the service has been used to
categorize services in [11]. Some 22 TTS are characterized into 9 development areas/application domains. All
22 TTS are then systematically decomposed into 172
sub-services to support implementation work. Further
32 TTSs have been identified and classified into 8 categories including traffic management, traveler information, vehicle, commercial vehicle, public transport, safety, emergency, electronic payment [10]. This has been
extended in the new ISO ITS taxonomy of TTSs to 11
categories adding freight transport, weather and environment conditions, disaster response management
and coordination, and national security [15].
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In the above schemes no detail approaches were suggested that enable analysis (except in [11]) e.g. of benefits
associated with different users. The transport of goods by
HGVs merits consideration for several reasons e.g. frequent boarder transit, high infrastructure impact etc. While all these issues are not explicitly addressed in this study
some inputs for TTSs analysis involving users and usage
domains are provided e.g. benefits analysis.
Operational Characteristics of HGV Transport domains and Telematic Services
The technical interoperability between services is not
the same as the interoperability between transport actors.
Thus to understand dependencies between different stakeholders including their usage of TTSs and how these may
influence interactions between services, the following important operational domains in HGV transactions need to
be considered.
• A. Driver Support: This category of services is important with respect to the needs of drivers e.g. planning
and execution of a transport operation, safety etc. The
overall aim is to improve driving operations including
driver safety and also to minimise other traffic risks
connected to driver activities. Existing advanced control systems for driver support are mostly locally implemented in the car e.g. cruise control systems, collisions warning etc. Yet a number of TTSs require positioning functionality modelled externally from local
vehicle systems. Services related to the navigation, delays, road information etc all require positioning.
• B. Administrative Support: These are supporting activities such as staff management, education, organizational welfare etc. Staff might be the most critical resource of most enterprises. Management of mobile personnel is a lot more delicate than of the staff operating
on site. The area of administrative support includes
planning, supervising, documentation, follow up and
other tasks, involving commercial, legal and salary issues that are vital for several demand groups. Most of
the work in this domain can be considered as a back
office and plays an important role in enabling transport operational activities.
• C. Fleet Management: Vehicles constitute an important resource for commercial transport companies.
Good management strategies of HGV fleet are vital
for the competitiveness of a transport company. Fleet
management has an impact on revenues, costs as well
as efficiency of the operations. With many services addressing the performance of an HGV as an entity, it
is important to consider services that address overall
performance of a fleet. There are several benefits that
maybe realised through fleet management services e.g.
efficient dispatch of fleet to meet customer needs, improve response time to driver and staff etc.
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• D. Transport Management: Transport management
covers services which directly address activities that
take place in moving goods from one point to another.
They constitute the core activities of transportation.
Such activities include locating and picking up the right packages, assigning vehicles to packages, reducing
empty mileage etc.
• E. Traffic Management: These are services with the
aim to improve the overall traffic flow in various ways.
Major emphasis is put on traffic safety as well as on
mobility. This category is important because efficient
traffic flow is not only important for traffic planners
but affects the rest of the traffic actors. Thus, key services provide advisory measures (recommendations) to
traffic planners and road users or in some cases corrective measures (interventions).
• F. Infrastructure Management: Road infrastructure
cost is high both economically and environmentally. Further, depreciation of existing infrastructure and
the utility gains can be influenced by the utilisation efficiency. Thus, TTSs that address how to maximise the
utility of this infrastructure as well as to sustain its availability will be considered in this category.
• G. Environmental Management: Road transport constitutes a significant portion of environmental problems including emissions. In addition, roads construction significantly deforms earth surface structures. Therefore services aimed at improving the utilisation of existing route infrastructure and reducing
emissions from vehicles are important to consider.

5. Transport telematic
services, a proposed
framework
Large amount of data is generated in the transportation of goods by HGVs. The data can be about the vehicle, goods, road, traffic conditions or environment. The data
is used for monitoring transport operations before, during and after an operation by different transport stakeholders. The data itself is of less value and often the information resulting from the data is of interest and is provided in
real time as TTSs to stakeholders involved in transportation. One way of developing TTSs is by studying problems
that stakeholders face in transportation and addressing these with appropriate TTSs. The nomenclature for TTSs isn’t
standard but in most cases reflects the problem addressed
by the service e.g. intelligent speed adaptation. In other cases names are used to reflect the technology e.g. geo-fencing
etc. A service label is attached to each service, which should
be unique to avoid confusion with other services. Different
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Table 1. Framework structure for TTS
TTS Label

Needs

Functionalities

Users

Options

User Domain

Name of TTS,
unique and reflects
usage

Problem addressed
by TTS

Possible
functionalities for
developing TTS

Primary users of TTS

TTS options based
on targeted primary
user.

Operational areas
of TTS usage within
road transport

names may be used in different regions targeting the same
type of problem due to cultural and policy differences e.g.
electronic toll collection service as in Japan, road user charging service as in Sweden both target the charging and collection of road fares etc. Such ambiguity maybe minimized
by focusing on the usage of the service rather than the technology. The needs of a TTS are closely related to the users

and usability. The information about users and usability can
help to analyze the impacts of a service on society and to
assess the effectiveness of transport solutions provided by
such services. Each TTS option can therefore be identified
from it usage. The table 1 provides important aspects of a
TTS potentially useful for analyses e.g. benefits analysis, impact analysis, architecture design analysis etc.

Table 2. Relevant TTSs for HGV Transport (KEY: A-Driver support, B-Administrative support, C-Fleet management, D-Transport management,
E-Traffic management, F-Infrastructure management, G-Environmental management)
TTS Label

Users

Options

User Domain

Road User Charging

Drivers, billing agents, road infrastructure providers

Data processed by billing agent (thin
client) or at driver terminal (thick client)

F

E-call

Drivers, road traffic inspectors, rescue agents, accident statistic
agents, local authorities, good owners

E-call as a network interruption report,
E-call detail report.

A, D, E

Navigation

Drivers

Static
Dynamic

A,G

Weight Indicator

Drivers, bridge infrastructure providers, goods owners

Goods only
Total weight

A, E

Intelligent Speed
Adaptation

Drivers, traffic inspectors, police, dispatchers, insurance
companies

Enforcement possibility,
Recommendation only.

A, E

Accident Reporting

Drivers, traffic inspectors, police, dispatchers, accident statistic
agents

Detail information
Statistically (interruption)

A, D, E

Automatic Driver Logs

Drivers, police, staff or personnel managers

A, B,

Staff Monitoring

Commercial Fleet operators

B

Transport Resource
Optimization

Commercial Fleet operators, road infrastructure providers

Vehicle Follow-up

Dispatchers, HGV fleet owners and operators

Remote Monitoring

Dispatchers, vehicle fleet owners

Goods Identification

Customs, good owners, terminal operators

Fleet Scheduling, Road utilization,
Driver planning

B, C, F
C

Fault prediction
Fault detection and repair

C
D

Real Time Track and Trace

HGV fleet operators, police, goods owners

Sensitive Goods
Monitoring

Goods owners, Goods quality control inspectors, customs

Dangerous goods only
All goods

D

Traffic Information

Traffic controllers, drivers, dispatchers, road and bridge
infrastructure owners

Prognosis
Real time

E

Route Guidance

Drivers, drivers in transits, intervention units e.g. police, emergency

In transits, non-transit, sensitive segments

E, G

Theft Alarm

Vehicle fleet owners, drivers, goods owners, police

Geo-Fencing

Vehicle fleet owners, infrastructure owners, gate operators,
vehicle parking operators, loading/unloading units

C, D, E

A, C, D
Mobile
Corridors and gates

C, D, F

Transport Order Handling

Dispatchers, good owners, drivers

B, D

Pay as You Drive

Insurance companies, vehicle fleet owners, environmental controllers

E, G

Variable Speed Limit Road
Signs

Traffic controllers, police

Driver Planning

Dispatchers
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Report speed violations
Determine speed limit

E, F
B
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Fig.2. Example of analysis relating services, users and
potential benefits

If TTSs can be described based on the proposed framework, their influence on transport stakeholders e.g.
drivers, traffic controllers, and dispatchers can be analyzed. Relevant TTSs for HGVs were identified within the
project Mobil IT. Following the framework proposed above these services are presented with focus on user-optionsuser domains (table2).
Potential analysis: By expressing services as in the
framework above, one potential analysis is to identify
and quantify the benefits of different services for different users. (fig 2). Identification of potential benefits is a
preliminary step in evaluating the impact of services on
society such as reduction in accidents, driing distance,
time etc on HGV units.

6. Conclusion
This article has conducted a qualitative study to point out
the need for a framework in the analysis of TTSs. For organizations faced with investment decisions such as governmental agents, there is a need for a common operational view on
transport processes and how to improve such processes with
the help of TTSs. A framework provides a preliminary step
into supporting high level analysis of services that support investment decisions. One such framework has been proposed
and illustrated, and TTSs identified and classified within the
context of the Swedish HGV transport. In the future, this framework can be validated through various analyses of TTSs
following suggestions presented in the framework.
This research work is funded by the Swedish Government Agency for Innovation (http:/www.vinnova.se) and
the National Swedish Road Administration (Vägverket,
http//www.vv.se)
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ABSTRACT
The article gives a technical and functional description of the onboard tracking and communicationsmanagement platforms, as well as their associated control centres, supplied by GMV for the whole fleet
of railway locomotives and motor cars of the Spanish railway operator RENFE.
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1. Introduction
This article gives a technical and functional description
of the onboard tracking and communications-management
platforms, as well as their associated control centres, supplied
by GMV for the whole fleet of railway locomotives and trains
of the Spanish railway operator RENFE.
The described platforms are being set up in the
1700-strong fleet of trains and locomotives currently run by
RENFE, shared out among its three business units: Freight
and Logistics, High-Speed/Long-Haul, Local/Medium-haul.
Although the system is essentially a fleet-management
system, it also has a series of additional items to perfect it for
use as a railway platform.

2. Need for setting
up a system of this type
The main reasons why a railway operator might be
prompted to purchase a system of this type are summed up below:

© Copyright by PSTT. All rights reserved. 2009

• Need of keeping a permanent track of the whole fleet
of trains. Conventional railway tracking systems based
on track circuits are not very precise. Furthermore it
is not economically viable to set up tracking balises in
a railway network covering a large geographical area,
• Need of establishing permanent voice and data communication between the control centre and the engine
driver onboard the train. Data communication arrangements, in particular, can provide engine drivers with
onboard mobile office facilities,
• Need of giving information to passengers onboard the
train and waiting in stations,
• Need of establishing public-address communications
from the control centre to onboard passengers,
• Need of monitoring the various train operation parameters remotely and in real time,
• Need of monitoring the various onboard devices and
sensors remotely and in real time,
• Need of working up recorded information for statistical purposes,
All these needs, habitual in any railway operation, have
to be covered by a system available to the railway transport
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3.1. Communications Infrastructure

Fig.1. General System Architecture

operator. This system must be independent of the railway
infrastructure manager according to European Commission Directive 91/440 and the provisions laid down and
developed in later directives.
The system described herein covers all the above mentioned needs.

3. Technical description
of the system
The system set up in the Spanish operator comprises a
set of onboard platforms kept in permanent contact with
the control centres of each of RENFE’s business units.
The information received in the control centres makes
it possible to feed station information panels with arrival
times and other information.
The general architecture of a system of this type is
shown in the diagram on fig.1:
Each system component is described in the following
sections.

An onboard fleet management system is fitted in each
of the rolling-stock vehicles (locomotive or motor car) with
all the necessary software and control electronics for carrying out the tasks related to the onboard monitoring, regulation and control of communications (voice and data).
The onboard equipment is kept in permanent contact
through a real-time communications network (HSDPA/
UMTS/GPRS modems and a satellite communicator as a
back-up), with its respective control centre. All the information required by the control centre will be transmitted
through this channel, of limited bandwidth, in real time.
The bulkier information not required in real time
(multimedia files, onboard device monitoring data, configuration files, etc) will be sent over the secondary broadband network (WiFi), which will be accessible in the vicinity of stations and maintenance sheds.

3.2. Onboard fleet management
equipment
Fig.2. shows the onboard equipment making up the railway fleet management platform.
The equipment shown in fig. 2. includes the following
components:
• Onboard computer for the railway fleet management system, with the following main items,
› Tracking and communications equipment, including:
a GPS receiver, a set of up to 3 HSDPA/UMTS/GPRS
modems for real-time communications management
and a WiFi receiver for broadband communications in
the vicinity of stations and maintenance sheds,
› Equipment for managing interfaces with external equipment already fitted onboard: train central unit, passenger counting systems, juridical recorder unit, etc,

Fig.2. Main components of the onboard platform
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› Equipment for managing the man-machine interface with the driver in both cabs, using a touch-screen
TFT monitor and a windows-enabled application,
› A railway-range power source with backup batteries,
• Cab components (to be fitted in each one of the two
cabs of the locomotive or motor car) including:
› Driver’s desk, normally a 10.4-inch TFT” touchscreen, used as a messaging service between the driver and the control centre, for onboard display of
automatic regulation messages and for receiving information on alarms and events furnished by the
train’s central unit,
› Microphone and loudspeaker for voice communications between the driver and the control centre and
between the driver and onboard passengers,
• Connection with the onboard Passenger Information
System, to display announcements on trainborne monitors and information panels, plus acoustic information (piped music, next-stop and other announcements) through the train’s public-address system,
• Connection with the train’s TCN (Train Communication Network) bus to access various rolling-stock information in real time: malfunctioning alarms and announcements, door opening detection, odometers, etc,
• Connection with other onboard systems, such as: passenger counting systems, juridical recording units,
energy consumption measuring systems (watt hour
meters), train diagnostic devices, CCTV systems, etc,
• (Optional) Inmarsat or Iridium type satellite communicator used to guarantee communications in 100% of sites and 100% of the time, even with no cell-phone signal.
Devices of this type are highly useful in railway networks
covering a large geographical area and with many routes,
such as RENFE’s freight and logistics business unit,
• (Optional) TETRA (terrestrial trunked radio) for voice and data communication between the vehicle and
control centre. TETRA networks are frequently used
on tram and underground lines,
• (Optional) Track-mounted balise reader for precise
tracking of passing trains. Repositioning balises are
commonly used on tram and underground lines,
• (Optional) Connection with the onboard fare collection equipment. Fare collection equipment is common
on trams and light rail transit systems,
All the onboard equipment has passed the relevant railway type approval tests and has been certified under the
following standards:
• UNE-EN 50155 on electronic equipment used on railway rolling stock,
• UNE-EN 50121-3-2 on the electronic compatibility of
rolling stock equipment,
• UNE-EN 61373 on shock and vibration tests.
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Type approval guarantees that the platform is fit for service onboard any train formation in all aspects (mechanic, electrical and electromagnetic) ensuring that it works
correctly in conjunction with the other onboard systems.

3.3. Control centre equipment
Each of RENFE’s business units has a Madrid control
centre while the local commuting trains unit (Cercanías)
has several centres spread throughout the different regions
in which this unit operates.
From the control centres the operators can monitor
the whole fleet of trains, communicate with it and regulate its operation.
The infrastructure of each control centre comprises two servers in hot stand-by cluster configuration.
The first of the clusters carries out the real time management of the fleet. The second, called non-real-time server, runs the historic operation database, gives
a statistical analysis of this data and deals with queries thereon.

3.4. Passenger information systems
equipment
The passenger information systems supplied by the
fleet management system are composed of:
• Onboard the train: Information panels, monitors and
onboard passenger address systems. The onboard fleet management system described above connects up
with the train’s passenger information system and gives information on:
› Next stations,
› Terminal destination,
› Correspondence with other lines,
› Information messages of other types,
• At stops and stations: Indicator panels, giving information on:
› Estimated times of arrival,
› Correspondence with other lines,
› Information messages of other types,
• By WEB: Portal with real-time information on:
› Public information:
› Lines,
› Stations,
› Running times,
› Fares,
› Train positions on map and line,
› Estimated times of arrival,
› Private information:
› Occupancy,
› Punctuality,
› Service incidents,
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• By SMS: Sending information on:
› Lines passing through a station,
› Scheduled running times of each line in a stop,
› Next train and estimated waiting time.

4. Functional description of
the system
The system being set up in RENFE provides functions
of great value for running a railway, not only for the control centre operators but also for the train drivers and passengers using the railway transport network.

4.1. System functions for control centre
operators
From the control-centre point of view the most important functions furnished by the railway fleet management
system are the following:
• Permanent fleet tracking and monitoring with submeter accuracy and refresh cycle of a few seconds,
• Redundant system of voice and data communications
with the trains. Each piece of onboard equipment uses
up to three 3.5G modems working with SIM cards of
different cell phone operators, WiFi cards and, optionally, satellite communicators,
• Two-way messaging service between the control centre and train drivers,
• Management of voice communications between the
control centre and drivers,
• Management of public address messages between the
control centre and passengers onboard any train,
• Regulation functions by timetable and frequency: control of late-running and early-running trains,
• On-line management of regulation actions and online services,
• Monitoring of warnings and alarms received from
the trains,
• Generation of contents for the passenger information system in stations: estimated waiting times, messaging, etc,
• Running-time synchronization for the whole system.
The next figure shows the views offered by the application at the control centre’s operator workstation. All the
information on the position and state of the trains can be
mapped in GIS format against the corresponding zone
and also displayed on a synoptic chart showing the train’s position on the line or corridor it is running through.
The operator workstation application gives specific
views in relation to messaging, monitoring of onboard devices, reception of warnings and alarms, programming of
planned services, time-distance graphs, etc.
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4.2. Functions of the onboard system
The onboard system is in permanent communication
with the control centre and also offers a set of functions
onboard the train itself:
• Permanent positional information obtained by a GPS
receiver, odometer connection and, optionally, reading of the track-mounted repositioning balises,
• Autonomous onboard regulation. Onboard configuration of the running times of the assigned services and
information on the train’s own position keep drivers
informed of late- and early-running trains,
• Reception of regulation orders from the control centre,
• Two-way messaging service between the control centre and the driver,
• Reception of voice communications between control
centre and driver,
• Reception of public address messages from the control
centre and passing them on to onboard passengers,
• Mobile office functions for the drivers, enabling them
to check documents (route map, technical manuals,
etc) loaded on the onboard terminal and also to access
all the company’s intranet documentation. One of the
ultimate goals of the system is the elimination of all
hardcopy documents onboard the train,
• Monitoring of onboard signals and devices, some of
which are described later,
• Control of information panels, monitors and onboard
passenger information system and generation of information for the same.
The figure 4 shows the man-machine interface provided by the fleet management application for the driver.

Fig.3. Display of diverse railway lines in GIS format and synoptic
chart in the control centre
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From this application the driver gains access to all the aforementioned functions.

4.3. Integration with existing onboard
systems
One of RENFE’s main remits in carrying out these projects was the centralization of a great variety of systems with
different functions previously installed onboard the trains.
The fleet management system thus sets up connection
interfaces, inter alia, with the following devices already fitted on the trains:
• TCN Bus and the monitoring and diagnosis units, giving information and operational parameters on all
the rolling-stock subsystems,
• Juridical recording units, acting as a “black box” to vet
the operation of train and driver at each moment,
• Passenger counting systems,
• CCTV surveillance-video systems,
• Energy consumption measurement systems (watt
hour meters),
• Information-panel and onboard-monitor control systems,
• Onboard public address systems.
The onboard fleet management system is connected
up to all the above mentioned devices, implementing in
each case the communication protocol furnished by the
respective manufacturer. The onboard fleet management
system thus centralizes all the relevant information on
these devices and sends it pooled together to the control
centres, allowing operators to access it conveniently from
a single application: the fleet management control centre.
The interface with these devices does not only allow information and data to be obtained from them. In many cases

Fig.4. Driver’s fleet management terminal, fitted in both cabs of the train
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the connected devices can also be controlled by the onboard platform. This is the case of the passenger information
systems (with information panels or public address system).
As well as pooling all the information from the fleet’s
onboard equipment, the fleet management control centre
also incorporates interfaces with other corporate systems
already existing in RENFE. Specifically, the fleet management server set up in the control centre incorporates an
XML interface based on web services for interconnection
with the following corporate systems of RENFE:
• SITRA: Track-circuit based train location system
• Service planning and allocation systems
• Corporate operation management systems: Ómnium
and Copérnico.

4.4. Statistical working up of recorded
information
The fleet management system culls a great amount of
valuable information in real time; this information will be
stored and classified for later use. The compiled information includes all the following:
• Precise line topology,
• Velocity profiles for all network sections,
• Cell signal coverage for all network sections,
• Hours of service at all stops on all lines: early and late
running,
• Service regulation actions,
• Occupancy figures: passengers boarding and leaving
the trains,
• Driving quality variables and technical alarms,
• Figures obtained from the onboard monitoring devices: energy consumption, information from the
CCTV systems, etc.

Fig.5. Examples of statistical analysis obtained from the fleet
management control centre
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By analyzing the above raw data, the system obtains a
great amount of historical and statistical data that is invaluable for company management. On the strength of this
information the system generates:
• Operation reports: times, incidents, alarms,…
• Driving quality reports,
• Occupancy reports,
• Service replanning data.
Some of this data also gives service-planning feedback,
enabling results to be fine tuned to suit the desired profile.
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5. Conclusions
Today’s available technology makes it possible to set
up fleet management systems that perfectly meet the needs of railway networks.
These systems provide important support for the
transport company throughout all its business processes,
including planning, real-time management, working up
statistical data and service replanning.
One of the prime values of these systems is that they enable railway operators to manage their fleets in complete independence from infrastructure managers, obtaining their own
information for tracking and communication purposes, for remote monitoring of onboard material and for giving information to passengers onboard the trains and waiting at stations.
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ABSTRACT
The application of new technologies on railroad crossings goes along with many questions, which answering should forego the implementation itself. The paper presents basic problems of crossings and
the classification of generic railroad crossings according to the European Railway Agency. Therefore
the goal of this paper is to present the current state and prospects in the field of railroad crossings in
the light of the present-day situation, whereby the major attention is aimed at two fields – new technologies and overview of risk analysis methods applied worldwide on railroad crossings.
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1. Introduction
Recently, on both European and worldwide niveau, there
is more attention paid to the issues of level crossings, evaluation of their safety and their technological equipment (including the problems of new intelligent technologies application).
This fact may be supported by remarking some events which
took place not long ago – first of all the 10th World symposium
about level crossings “Level Crossing 2008” in Paris on 24 – 26
June dedicated to safety and prevention issues.
The second important event was the completion of the
European project SELCAT – Safer European Level Crossing Appraisal and Technologies which was solved within
the scope of the 6th framework program. Its outputs were
presented both at the mentioned symposium and at the 3rd
public workshop organized on 23 June 2008 – the eve of the
symposium. The basic goals of SELCAT project have been
already presented e.g. within [2]. The web page of the project is available on [3].
The goal of this paper is to present the current state and
prospects in the field of level crossings in the light of both mentioned events, whereby the major attention is aimed at two
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fields – new potentially applicable technologies and the overview of identified risk analysis methods applied worldwide on
level crossings.

2. New technologies on level
crossings – the current
state of research work
The application of new technologies on level crossings
goes along with many questions, which answering should
forego the implementation itself. The following belong to
the fundamental ones:
• which functions the new technology should realize,
• which requirements it should fulfil,
• what should be the architecture of the new system,
• which interfaces will be there in relation to the existing system,
• how the new technology will conduce to decreasing
the risks,
• what will be the costs of the new system, what about
the delivery terms etc.,
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Level crossing
A. Active
A.1 Active protection / warning

B. Passive

•

A.2 Manual protection / warning

A.1.1 protection of road user
(barriers, gate)

A.2.1 protection of road user
(barriers, gate)

A.1.2 warning for road user
(optical, acoustic, physical
alerting)

A.2.2 warning for road user
(optical, acoustic, physical
alerting)

A.1.3 protection and warning for
road user

A.2.3 protection and warning for
road user

•
Fig.1. The classification of generic level crossings according to the
European Railway Agency

• what will be the service requirements,
• how the existing standards are respected, etc.
The way of determination, which solution is better
than another one observing the chosen parameters still remains a fundamental problem. To be able to evaluate the
required functions, interfaces, reliability, risks, etc., a conceptual model was accepted within SELCAT project. The
model comes from the classification proposal of generic
types of level crossings (fig. 1) according to the ERA [4].
The outcomes of existing projects were analysed within working package WP2 of SELCAT project (task 2.1).
The analysis was aimed at identifying new technologies,
which would improve the safety of level crossings. The developed knowledge management system [3] has helped to
collect the information. The result of it consisted of 35 reviewed projects, where 5 of them have been solved in Europe (only 2 financed by the EU), 18 in China, 1 in India,
5 in Russia, 1 in Australia, 1 in North America and 4 in Japan [5].
From the specialization point of view, 13 of analyzed
projects dealt with technical solutions (hardware), 5 with
software, 2 with methods and the rest with other issues.
The most frequent concrete output was a prototype (15), a
report (5) or a demonstrator (2).
There were also differences in the availability of information (restriction on group (18) and other participants
(1), confidential (6) or public (3) information).
The following belong to the most important projects:
• ECORAIL – EGNOS Controlled Railway Equipment
(EU): the project is dealing with the implementation
of satellite navigation in the field of railway with the
purpose of demonstrating the feasibility and the benefits of GNSS; the possibility of activation of automatic
level crossing interlocking plant by a radio link based
on an onboard navigation unit utilizing multi-sensor
techniques was proved (reducing the need for connection wires, balises, cables etc.); the evaluation of such
system operation was demonstrated in Upper Austria,
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•

where it was compared with the effectiveness of the
existing localizing system (fig. 2),
SAFETRAIN (EU): the main goal of the project was to
decrease the count of fatal and serious injuries in railway accidents by improving the structure design of vehicles; the main objectives comprised: the collection
of collision data in 1991-1995 and its analysis, the selection of accidents and their evaluation, numerical simulations (train-to-truck collision on the level crossing), the study of sensitivity and a global analysis,
Obstacle detection on level crossings (UK): the project
realized by RSSB (Rail Safety and Standard Board) was
dedicated to an obstacle detection on level crossings with
automatic half-barriers as well as with hand-operated
barriers with CCTV; the study covered 3 principal fields
– the identification of an actual risk and the asset estimation of an obstacle detection from the safety point of
view; the identification of feasible solutions of an obstacle
detection on the level crossing and their evaluation,
In-vehicle warning system for railway crossing (FIN):
the purpose of this study was a pilot project of warning
the drivers inside their cars in advance of train oncoming toward the level crossing,
CCAS – Controlled Crossing Area System (AUS),
UZP & UZPu – Adjustable ramp for LC protection
(RUS): the goal of the project was to decrease the
material damage on hand-operated level crossings by
using a mechanical kind of protection in the form of
an adjustable hoisting ramp (0.45m above the road
level), which, of course, does not limit a car from
escaping the danger area in case it gets stuck between
the barriers (fig. 3).

The following resulted from the analysis of these and
other projects:
• there are no projects, where the operators of railway
and road infrastructure would coordinate mutually,
• the safety on level crossings depends on many parameters (interlocking plant, operation conditions, traffic flow, human behaviour etc.),
• it is impossible to propose definitely „the best“ solution,

Fig.2. The schema of system within ECORAIL project
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3. Risk analysis methods

Fig.3. Mechanical ramps obstructing the entrance to a level crossing
(Russia)

• the attention should be paid especially to country areas
with a low traffic intensity (both railway and road traffic)
on secondary lines as well as to urban and suburban areas with main lines characterized by high traffic intensity.
A warning system should be preferred for country areas and secondary lines. But there are still some open questions remaining: what kind of system it should be (a fixed installation, onboard warning in the vehicle ...), how
to increase the visibility of level crossings and how to involve operators of road and railway to invest their resources in secondary lines.
For urban and suburban areas and main lines a system
detecting obstacles should be preferred. However, it relates with many questions too, e.g.:
• which technology to use (camera, radar, laser scanner,
inductive loops, ...)?
• which function to realize (reducing the waiting time
on level crossing, information transmission to the engineer’s cab , fixed installation, ...)?
• what to do after the detection of an obstacle (emergency brake, service brake,...)?
• what will happen if the detection device fails?
It is assumed that the attention of individuals paid to
and their becoming aware of the danger situation could
be intensified by providing additional information. To reach this, a communicating system defining following is
needed:
• what kind of information have the scanners to generate,
• where are the scanners placed,
• where is the information processed,
• who should be the information end-user (voice, image, video, state of operation/system ...).
Four possible communication sides and systems were
indentified: train, operating centre, traffic participant and
level crossing.
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Within working package WP3 of SELCAT project a
survey was carried out on known methods used for risk
analysis of level crossings. Altogether 22 different approaches used in 12 countries worldwide were identified, varying in their complexity and performer’s approach (academic organizations, railway research institutions, regulators).
The above mentioned approaches could be classified
into four major groups based on different complexity of
computational algorithms [8, 9, 10]:
• Utilization of parameters – simple parameters used as
hints to choose the safety level (it is not going on methods in the true sense of the word – they do not serve
to forecast the risk):
› India (Train Vehicle Unit),
› Japan (Closed Road Traffic Indicator, Level Crossing
Danger Index),
› Russia (Rail and Road Intensity Matrix),
› Spain (Crossing Criteria),
› Sweden (Factors to Determine Crossing Protection),
• Simple weighted factors – based on previous group of
methods, but moreover they indicate the relative contribution of every parameter to the total risk by a simple defined system of weights:
› Australia (Risk Based Scoring System, Australian
Level Crossing Assessment Model),
› Northern Ireland (Risk Assessment and Investment
Appraisal),
› New Zeeland (Product Assessment),
• Complex weighted factors – as compared to previous
group of methods, this uses more complex deriving of
weights for parameters and algorithms:
› Great Britain (All Level Crossing Risk Model, Automatic Level Crossing Model, Event Window Model),
› Ireland (Network Risk Model, Level Crossing Prioritisation Tool),
› Spain (FMEA),
• Statistical methods – based on statistical techniques of
estimating weights (empirical terms) for parameters:
› Great Britain (GB Highways),
› Australia (RAAILc),
› Canada (Collision Prediction Model, GradeX),
› New Zeeland (Accident Prediction Model),
› USA (Accident and Severity Prediction Formulae,
GradeDEC.net).
From the above mentioned classification it results that
e.g. the statistical approaches could be found in North
America, where there are many level crossings (and accidents) and the available data allow this way their use.
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Simpler parametrical approaches could be found e.g. in
Asia. In some countries there is the risk modelling based on
the application of more advanced techniques (e.g. empirical
Bayesian methods, FTA and ETA, human factor analysis).

4. Conclusion
The diversity of signalling systems in a significant way
conduces to the operational risk existing on level crossings. According to many installations the harmonization of the signalling technique within the EU appears
to be very expensive and therefore difficult to be realized
in the near future. The harmonization of operation rules
should be the first harmonization step. The safety of operation should be the most important indicator of quality for the legislation dealing with level crossings. The creation of a legislative framework for railway and road transport seems to be an acceptable solution. The survey realized among the countries participating in SELCAT project
proved that definitely the harmonization of responsibilities and their assignment has to be done on the European
level [6] (e.g. for Central and Eastern Europe it is typical to
shift the responsibilities for a safe crossing to the road traffic participant). From the risk analysis point of view, one
concrete modelling approach cannot be suitable for several railroads, whereby it does not mean, that more sophisticated algorithms have to provide also more accurate results by themselves. The modelling of risk can be extended
to include also the consequences not associated with the
safety (e.g. operating and social costs, trade-name reputation and environment). Let apply any model, this should
only inform, educate and help; it should never substitute
the decision making of management (each time an integrated approach will be needed).
This work has been supported by the Grant Agency
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